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AP Physics II  
General Information  

Week (5/4 – 5/8) 
 
Lesson Frame: 
We Will: Engage in review activities and resources which target success on 
the AP Physics II exam.  
 
I Will: Review, specifically, frequently-tested topics in variety of contexts.  
Hopefully, at this point, you’ve completed a content refresher, and have a 
foundational understanding of the topics that are possibly addressed by this 
strange assessment. (I did a unit-by-unit breakdown video series which you 
can find on our Google Classroom).  
 
Looking at the guidelines, it seems like College Board will make the first 
question a multi-step investigation into an exercise, (or perhaps laboratory 
investigation), through which you’ll competently explain a specific or 
multiple physical phenomena. I think it’s likely this question will be used to 
address a broad spectrum of topics. AP Physics II already has a storied 
history of hilariously combining oddly coupled topics in a single prompt, and 
this truncated exam might fire up the test-makers to craft their masterpiece.   
 
So That I Can: 
Apply these skills successfully on the truncated AP Physics II exam. There 
will be free-response prompts in which students will need to engage 
competently with this section of the curriculum. 

Week (5/4 – 5/8) 
 
Lesson Frame: 
We Will: Learn basic applications of calculus topics, such as taking derivatives 
and integrals of linear or quadratic functions. We will apply these foundational 
topics to, specifically, situations involving kinematics topics.   
 
I Will: Use the powers rule for derivatives and integrals to accurately describe the 
motion of an object which is experiencing non-uniform acceleration. I will apply 
rules to chart Position vs. Time, Acceleration vs. Time, and Velocity vs. Time in 
situations such as an object traveling across a non-uniform frictional surface, and 
an object experiencing periodic motion.  
 
 
So That I Can: Apply these foundational calculus tools on advanced STEM 
coursework in college. We’re going to keep things basic; however, many of us 
are headed out to further our understanding of physical phenomena, taking on 
university-level physics or engineering instruction. Therefore, we’ll close out this 
year with some rudimentary calculus-based physics principles.  

 

Estimated Time to Complete:  
There is approximately two hours of assignments presented.  

Resources Needed: 
Links to all activities, (including background information and learning resources), are provided with each lesson. If 
scholars require resources beyond the scope of our Google Classroom, please let me know. 
 
Course Code: igoo63l 
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Engage and Practice (What do we want you to do and turn in?) 

This week’s activities include the following 
assignments:  
 
AP Physics II Review Document 
The ball’s largely in your court regarding how much 
time you wish to invest in exam preparation. There is 
almost limitless review material packaged in the 
attached review document, (in addition to any 
outside sources of AP Physics II review you may 
have available, such as 5-Steps or Cracking AP 
Physics II texts).  
 
Because I do need examples of student work, simply 
turn in any three responses you’ve generated for 
attached “Example Assessment Prompts,” on our 
attached AP Physics II – Review Document.  
 
Please submit Example Assessment Prompts on our 
Google Classroom for this course 
 
Let me know if you have any questions over any 
particular topics! 

This week’s activities include the following assignments:  
 
Activity – Interpreting Position vs. Time, Velocity vs. Time, and 
Acceleration vs. Time, (with Derivatives and Integrals) 
 
(Answers and walkthroughs are available on this course’s Google 
Classroom).  

 

 

 

 


